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General Information
Thank you to all those who contributed to this newsletter. Please send us your
articles and photographs to be published in the next edition. Send mail to ‘Newsletter Editor’ at the address below or email to <nandrews@sfu.ca>.
The Rover-Landers of BC
PO BOX 37102 North Vancouver BC, V7N 4M0
Special thanks goes to our advertisers who make the publication of this newsletter
possible. Please show your support by visiting these companies.
The Rover-Landers of BC has an Internet home page. Visit our site at
<http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca>. Services provided by ICS ( Imaginative
Computer Solutions), North Vancouver.

Cover Picture
Rover-Lander Ryan Ulansky tries “The Gods Must Be Crazy” at Rally In The
Valley, Silverstar Mountain. See page 10 for story. (Photographer Neil Andrews)
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Merchandise
⇒ Mugs, Land Rover Logo and the best 4x4xFar and our
logo on reverse
⇒ The price for mug was voted at $7 each
⇒ Stickers, 15th Anniv. sticker? New ones should be inside
window ones
⇒ A new price should be found

Comments From The President
After reading through the articles submitted for this newsletter I was really impressed to see so many different types of
articles submitted by so many different people. It was very
refreshing to hear your views, stories and trip reports. The
executive and editor would like to thank you all for your contribution. Another thank you goes out to club member Gordon
Ross who volunteered several hours of his time to give our
website <http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca/> a fresh face. Thanks
again to all who have contributed!♦

Events
⇒ Merrit Run Bob Lake, Aug 20-22 Contact John Parsons,
bring your Canoe. Leave Friday 6pm meeting point to
be arranged A Saturday morning rendezvous point will
also be made
⇒ Idea of a Jamboree 2000 Fen Lodge in Harrison Mills
was suggested as a venue
⇒ Green mountain run that would meet up with the Border
to Border run on the weekend of September 10th

Meeting Minutes
Date: July 22nd, 1999.
Location: Ricky’s Restaurant, Surrey
Members in attendance: Mark Uncao, Chris Youngson,
Arden Leung, Don MacDonald, Craig Jones, John
Davies, Neil Podmore, Dave Tebbutt, Karl Nylund,
Ian MacArthur, Andre Maier, Guy Katanchik, Neil
Andrews, Ray Wood, Tom Hinkle

Internet
⇒ The members were informed that the Webpage has been
updated
⇒ People who have email will be asked to telephone two
people without. A list will be submitted soon.

8:00- Approve agenda
-Founders Day
-Merchandise
-Membership Fees

Membership
⇒ The dual membership with the Four Wheel Drive Assoc.
of BC was explained to the members. It was voted that
starting next year the club dues will increase to $35 and
include a membership to both the 4WDABC and The
Rover-Landers Of BC ($15-4WDABC, $20-RLBC)
⇒ Correspondence to the club was passed around♦

Founders Day
⇒ It will be held at the Showbarn at the Cloverdale Exhibi
tion grounds in Cloverdale.
⇒ Karl has volunteered for the door position
⇒ Admission will be $5 at the door & $10 for trucks/ free
for members
⇒ Don and Jeff will approach Land Rover of Richmond and
MCL for sponsorship
⇒ The concession should be improved as they didn’t serve
everything on the menu
⇒ All trucks in the show will be required to stay for a
minimum amount of time
⇒ A visa and debit machine would be a good item to have
for the raffle and the door entry
⇒ Banners and posters should be made up for advertising
the event
⇒ Possible free poster printing at Zippy Printers for non
profit
⇒ Ad’s in the Pacific Coast Rover Club, Tony Whittney,
Buy and Sell, 4 Wheel Drive Assoc. of BC, Western
Driver, Wise Owl, North Shore News
⇒ 15 Year Anniv. of the club

Calendar of Land Rover Events
(See events insert for details.)

Rover-Landers Events
Monthly Meeting: August 19, 1999 - 7:30 PM
(Also: September 16, October 21, November 18)
Bob Lake Run: August 20-22, 1999
Hut Lake Run: October 30-31, 1999
Founders’ Day 1999: November 27, 1999 - 6:00PM

Other Land Rover Events
Portland All British Field Meet: September 4-6, 1999
Whistler All British Run: September 1999
Border to Border Expedition: September 9-18, 1999
Northwest Challenge: October 1999
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Offset Wheels

Internet Now

David Nadler

Don MacDonald
I recently purchased my first Land Rover, a 1968 88”
SIIA, and one of the first things that I noticed about my new
vehicle was the eclectic collection of tyre brands and styles that
it sported. While mounting some new rubber the tyre dealer
brought to my attention that balancing my 30 year old wheels
would require enough lead to open a bait and tackle shop and
would lower the centre of gravity of my truck to several inches
below ground level. We compromised and balanced the wheels
as best we could but I was strongly cautioned about vibration
and instability at highway speeds. New wheels were definitely
needed.
I ended up purchasing some new wheels from Wise Owl.
These new style rims are virtually identical to the old ones except they have about a one-inch greater offset than the originals. The offset refers to where the centre of the wheel rim
(and thus the centre of the tyre) sits in relation to the axis of
where the wheel actually turns when you move the steering
wheel. This would be the kingpins of older vehicles or the ball
joints of more modern ones. Different wheels change the offset
by varying the position of the centre part of the wheel where it
actually bolts onto the brake drum. This moves the rim of the
wheel closer in or farther out from the centre of the vehicle.
The greater offset of the new wheels I purchased means that,
compared to the original wheels, the new ones will position the
tyres about one inch farther out from the centre of the car. In
other words, the overall track width of the car is about two
inches larger.
What a difference! Apart from the advantages that being round and balanced bring, the changed steering geometry
caused by the new wheels have caused a number of dramatic
changes. First of all the turning radius has decreased noticeably. Parking lot maneuvers are much easier to perform and
tighter turns on logging roads and around obstacles are now
negotiable. No clearance problems at full lock have manifested
themselves. Secondly, the steering effort required to make a
turn is reduced. While we are not in power steering territory,
yet, the lowered effort makes driving much less tiring. This is
most noticeable on long, low speed trips with many corners.
At highway speeds I found the steering to be marginally more
sensitive to input from road irregularities but not significantly so.
A few trips will quickly accustom you to the changes. I would
imagine that the wider track would also provide an increase in
lateral stability but I haven’t been keen to put this theory to the
test.
All in all I have been delighted with the new “Offset”
wheels and I would recommend them to anyone thinking of
replacing their wheels due to age, damage or aesthetics or who
finds the steering effort becoming too great for enjoyable driving.♦

Internet activity is slow these days as most people, especially
the executive, concentrate on getting rebuilds finished and giving their attention to personal things. All of course are looking
forward to upcoming major events like Border to Border Trans
America trek 99 and this years Founders’ Day event.
URL: http://www.vsi.bc.ca/obcc/
Summary: The Okanagan British Car Club is the group that
hosts the annual Rally in the Valley event each year. Location
this year was at the Silver Star Mountain Resort near Vernon.
See page 8 for story on the event.
URL: http://www.bordertoborder.com
Summary: Well the Border to Border Trans America trek 99
is coming up this fall and all the pre-trip excitement is on the net.
Check out this big, well-rounded site but don’t get stung by all
that soliciting!
URL: http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca/
Summary: Our club website has had a facelift. Check out the
new look and watch for more changes to come. Coming soon...
this newsletter available online in Adobe Acrobat format.
Your webpage could be featured here! Please forward your
URL to landrover@direct.ca. Thanks Don.♦

Complete Land Rover Service
Land Rover Parts New & Used
Mechanical Service All Makes
RON TROCHE
6701 KINGSWAY
BURNABY, BC V5E 1E4

Phone 604-524-3413
Fax 604-524-9312
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Snowflake Chase ‘99
Not The Dewdney Trunk Road
Harold & Jill Huggins
Thanks to super-grade West Coast snow and
the auspices of the Rover-Landers of British Columbia, fifteen of Solihull’s best, together with a sprinkling of the patrician Range Rover, were able to
make only a partially successful assault on a mountain up behind Dewdney, a dot on the map on the
north side of the mighty Fraser River, about fifty miles
in-land from bustling Vancouver.
Sunday, the last day of February, opened bright with a
touch of Spring in the air: snowdrops, crocuses, or croci if you
will, were bravely in bloom, while daffs were on the verge of
exploding open - all-in-all a great day to be alive and in company
with half a hundred or so savvy Land Rover types. Little did we
know, or care, that before the day was out we’d go through as
many weather changes as there were wheels, including rolling
thunder and a dramatic pelting of chunky hail on the way home!
The motley caravan of no two-alikes pushed off at 09:30
hrs causing at least one motorist to pull over as though she couldn’t
believe her eyes; an hour later we ran out of blacktop onto some
crunchy gravel (those with a fine ear could hear their rig muttering
to itself ‘cool man, this is more like it…’). A mile or so on, a stop
was made to turn hubs and soften tires for the narrower & firmer
snow-covered route now ahead of us. So onward and upward
we, Series models that is, red-knobbed our way, resolute and
determined as sin, to have our way with whatever was offered.
Red knobs or otherwise, the ‘calm, cool, & collected’ manner in
which the fifteen ‘best 4X4 by far’ performed under dicey condition in bad weather reflects great credit on the skills of those at
the controls of these versatile vehicles.
High noon found us on a short, flat shelf between rises,
where all wheels stopped unexpectedly for reasons know only to
our Great Leaders up ahead. Meanwhile, the rest of the troop
opened bonnets, chatted, made new acquaintances, told tall tales,
and munched lunch for the better part of an hour when word
came down the line that it was no-go any further up the mountain.
The Great Leaders had concluded cracking the Great Wall of
China would be easier than budging a compacted mass of gentle
snowflakes blocking a mountain road in southern British Columbia, Canada. Quite possible, but time did not allow for it so we
turned wheels and went south to seek out new challenges en
route.
So nothing daunted and tails high, wheels were turned to
head back downhill to nose out a hoped-for rallying ground where,
rumour had it, a lake rested between steep hillsides. This was an
hour after a challenging stop-go-try-this-try-that-one-wheel-offthe-ground-bone-shaker downhill run. “This is Davis Lake”, we
overheard someone announce as we stretched our legs at the
water’s edge. The good-sized body of water rested between

fog-shrouded, ghost-like peaks rising a couple of thousand feet
from where the caravan had stopped to look, listen, and consider yet another paradisiacal spot of this endlessly stunning province, bringing to mind Heber’s lines ‘…though every prospect
pleases, and only man is vile’.
A few of the colourful mixed lot were soon demonstrating
their eligibility for membership in the Royal Canadian Yacht Club,
their front ends awash, one of which was in the hands of an attractive young woman. Speaking of which prompts the question
this writer has asked before now: out of a minimum of 40 people
at this event, why only four women? More women and children
along for the ride can only serve to enhance the experience for us
all - lets work on it.
The only reportable unfortunate mishap we know of was
the snapping of a half-shaft, left rear, SWB, driven by an enthusiastic new convert to the Faith, or so we’re told. Misfortune that
the episode truly was, as always there was a heart-warming, benevolent side to it, namely the ready & willing response from all
sides to come to the rescue, plus all the expert know-how and
tools for the job. A truly touching display of good-fellowship
which even the drenching rain couldn’t dampen! Well done,
chaps!
For all one tries, wooden words of the kind simply can’t
do justice to the overall experience, instead, it might be worth a
shot to state in a few words what it was not: it was not anything
like we see on the telly advertising driveway 4X4s racing like
mad through sand, snow, and water all nice and shiny and bright
- they don’t know what they’re missing!♦
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der Bull Frog Backroad. After a couple of miles we entered a
canyon where Phil thought it would be a good idea to sit on the
roof of Red Rover and take some video. It came out really
well although he said he thought I was pretty close to the edge
at times. We came through Capitol Reef National Park and
dropped down into Water Pocket Fold. More impressive upthrusts of rock. Then it was north along the fold and highway
via Green River and onto Moab.
We had studied some trail notes and decided that our
first trip would be Pritchett Canyon. We turned onto the Kane
Creek Road and found the entrance to the canyon through private land. It cost $2 per vehicle to gain access, so we paid up
and continued on. The trail started in a sand wash, came up
around a big rock and there was a couple of rock steps descending on the trail. The steps were not bad to go down really
slowly, with only a bit of banging. Luckily it was a round trip!
The trail continued over loose rock, sand, slick rock and a few
mud holes (nice red walled tires). Several steps on the rocks
but only one spot where one truck needed a tug. Then Phil
who was leading stopped and informed us we should look at
the terrain up ahead. Huge ruts (crevasses) in Slick Rock. No
chance! Then he pointed behind us at where the trail took off
to the right. OK lets go. We got about 100 yards along the

Mountain Rovers’ Utah Trip
Dave Tebbutt
Three Land Rovers 90’s left early on the morning after
VanDusen All British Field Meet and headed south. The first
day was spend traveling down the I5 over Snoqualmie Pass
and onto I84 for the balance of Oregon, then through Idaho for
the first night stop in Burley in Southern Idaho.
The next day saw us forging along I84 throught Salt Lake
City and miles of Road Works. We turned off the freeway at
Nephi through Fishlake National Forest and took some
backroads through Dixie National Forest to arrive at Bryce
Canyon National Park where we camped for the night. We
watched the sunset on the canyon walls before a few tinnies
and bed.
Next morning we did the tourist thing (before all the tourists) and viewed the canyon from the rim. A fantastic sight with
chimneys (holes in the rocks), hoodoos, and every rock formation imaginable. Even at that latitude it was really cold during
the night and in the morning hours. We left the canyon heading
east and after breakfast in Tropic we headed along Highway
12 through Escalante to Boulder where we picked up The Boul-

Road up to Big Hat Area north of Canyonlands
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trail only to be confronted by two huge shelves. Getting onto
the first one could have been done but then it was a sharp left
and a scramble to the next shelf with no room to line up. Discretion took over, so it was time to turn around on our supposedly round trip. We got back to our first steps and after several
tries, some road building and a bit of momentum, Phil got to the
top. Then it was a matter of both Gordon and I winching ourselves off the truck in front. Too bad the trail didn’t go through
but the driving, the scenery, and the wild flowers (cacti in flower,
etc.) made for a great day.
The next day we decided to go out to Hey Joe Canyon.
We headed out of Moab along the banks of the Colorado to
Jug Handle Arch and then went north up a canyon, climbing for
probably five miles with more incredible rock formations and
views. We broke out onto the top with views in every direction. We explored some small roads, some really deep soft
sand. Flowers were everywhere. The roads ended at the edge
of deep canyons, so back to the main road and stayed on the
high ground until we came to Spring Creek Canyon. The trip
down the canyon was very steep with the drops giving every
incentive to stay on the road. At the bottom of the canyon we
followed the creek to the Green River and then followed the
river bank on a narrow road where sometimes the river had
encroached a bit, through grass and trees until we found an old
Cat above the river. We then turned into Hey Joe Canyon and
followed it up until we came to an abandoned mine. We went
into the shafts for a bit and looked around. We later found out
that it had been a Uranium Mine.
Lockhart Basin Road was our last days’ trip retracing
some of the stuff that Phil and I had done on the Border to
Border trek the previous year. We left Moab and drove south
along Kane creek and climbed steadily to Hurrah pass. We
missed the Lockhart Basin Road but made some detours along
the way above the Colorado River. It’s a good four wheel
drive road most of the way with some really interesting bits
coming out of the canyons. There is some slick rock and loose
rock and some inclines which take a bit of negotiating but no
troubles. The last part comes down off the high country through
miles of plains and although the road is good you really had to

watch out for the rough bits that were caused by the recent
heavy rains washing across the road. After negotiating a river
crossing (the last time I had done this bit it was getting dark and
I was towing a Disco - didn’t notice the scenery much then!!),
we came out on highway 211 after seeing some really impressive camp sites among the slick rock and sage. We stopped at
Newspaper Rock and looked at all the Pictographs and related ancient and not so ancient graffiti. Then it was highway
back to Moab.
Finally it was time to head back, so we hit the highway to
Green River and the freeway to Salt Lake and back to Burley
again for a night’s stop. The next morning we stayed on the
freeway to Boise and then took 55 and 95 north to Lewiston
and Colfax, following the Payette and Salmon rivers. We all
wished we had more time to explore some really interesting
roads in the area. From Colfax we cut across country to Moses Lake and had a great Mexican feed and spent the night.
The last leg was from Moses Lake through Wenatchee
over the Skynomish Pass and home on the I5 from Everett.
In all a great trip enjoyed by all with nothing untoward
except two CB Mic’s and some oil leaks over the steady fast
freeway driving. We encountered all sorts of weather, some
really strong headwinds, some snow, rain, thunder & lightning,
and 90o+ sunny days. We saw some fantastic scenery and met
some really interesting people.♦

UK Trek & Traction Parts Ltd.
Genuine Rover Parts
For Series I, II, III Land-Rovers
“What you need, When you need it.”
Aart Van Der Star: Phone: (604) 888-2813
Fax: (604) 888-8889

IN LAND
SPECIALIZING
VERY,
ROVER, DISCO
R
RANGE OVER

N OF PARTS
• FULL SELECTIO
SINCE 1949
• SERVING YOU
ON
• SAME LOCATI

922-6010

552 - 16th Ave., West Vancouver
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Arch crossing and ends in Inuvik, N.W.T. The route is subject to
change. Please check the website for any changes.
Acknowledgment and thanks to Don MacDonald of
Rover-Landers and Off The Beaten Track, John Parsons of various organizations and a hero to B2Bers, Fred Lawless - involuntary scout of Trek 99, Eric Gunderson of North West Environmental Group Ltd., Rob Horstman of Four Wheel Drive Association of British Columbia, Brian Gilbert, Brian Ayling, Dave
Tebbutt and Phil Armstrong of Rover-Landers and Mountain
Rovers, and all others who have given advice over the routing.

B2B Trans-American Trek 1999
Arden Leung

Pre-Trek Day –1 Thursday, Sept 9/99
Annual General Meeting, possibly at a local Land Rover
dealer. Vehicles will be fitted and checked and “stickered.” Trek
registration final documentation checks. Arden begs for mercy
as it is his 10th wedding anniversary

The idea of the Border to Border Trans-American Trek
99 arose from discussions on the second day of Trans-American
Trek 98. During a lunch stop on the second day as everyone
soaked up the scenery in Montana, I was asked what we were
going to do for the next trek. Well, to be quite honest, I was
hoping that the 98 Trek would come off without too many mishaps. Simon Burn and I didn’t really quite think ahead to a second trek.
The idea of heading up to Alaska was raised. Then, B2B9 Fred Lawless mentioned that he had just returned from Inuvik
earlier in the year and that the Dempster Highway offered spectacular scenery while leading to a point furthest north that one
may travel by road in Canada. After some research post-trek,
the northern most point accessible by road year-round is Inuvik.
The road beyond to Tuktoyatuk is only available in the winter.
By the end of the 98 Trek, many more asked what would
follow. After a brief rest upon our return to Vancouver (and
much needed catch up work done at the office), there was a
flurry of emails, a few chat-line directors’ meetings on the Internet
and various phone calls, the 99 Trek was born.
The routing northwards through British Columbia was chosen because of several reasons. First, the Border to Border
Expedition Society was incorporated in British Columbia as a
British Columbia legal entity. It was felt that we have a duty to
showcase the beauty of British Columbia to the world. Second,
the gap between the Canadian and American dollar meant that
costs would be more manageable for Canadian participants and
attractive for American participants. Third, it may be a lot more
convenient as a large contingent of the 98 Trek participants originated from British Columbia. Four, a few participants, especially
from the central and eastern part of the continent, wished to travel
through these parts and they should not be denied.
The following is a detail of the route to be taken for the
northern portion of Trans-American Trek 99. The Trek is divided into two stages. The first stage departs Tijuana, Mexico
(Mexico/U.S. border) and ends at Blaine, Washington (U.S./
Canada border). Stage Two departs Blaine, Washington at Peace

Day 1 Friday Sept 10/99
Blaine,WA to Tyaughton Lake, B.C.
Stage 2 start at 8am-ish at Peace Arch border crossing by
Highway 99 “Sea to Sky Hwy” to Whistler village for brief lunch
stop. Alternative may be a barbecue as suggested by Don
MacDonald at 16 Mile Creek lookout (still under discussion).
Continue northbound to Pemberton. Head west on forestry roads
towards Pemberton Meadows along the Lillooet River then North
along the Hurley River, northward at Ogden to Goldbridge. Overnight at Tyax Mountain Lake Resort. Camping available.
Day 2 Saturday Sept 11/99
Tyaughton Lake, B.C. to Williams Lake, B.C.
Assembly and briefing at 8am. Continue up the road to
Marshall Creek FSR. Continue travelling Northwest to Mud
Lake. The road becomes narrow and muddy with lots of steep
hills and side angles. Continue to Swartz Lake through to Poison
Mountain and finally China Head (approx 11:30am). Lunch break
between 11:30 - 12:00. Major Awesome photo-ops!
Continue along route to Big Bar Reaction Ferry (~3pm).
This may take an hour or two as the ferry crosses in 15 minutes
and only holds two cars. East to Jesmond, then north crossing
back over the Fraser River to Gang Ranch. North to Riske
Creek and Northeast to Williams Lake (~7-8pm). All dirt road,
some water crossings, some mud and some rough roads to navigate. Overnight in Williams Lake at the Fraser Inn Hotel.
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Day 3 Sunday Sept 12/99
Williams Lake, B.C. to Prince George, B.C.
Assembly and briefing at 8am. North on Hwy 97 (Cariboo
Hwy) to Lyne Creek Rd. Head east to Tyee Lake (a rough
road) pass Marguerite Lake to Big Lake Head north to Beaver
Lake to Big Lake Road to Likely. At Likely, take forest service
road to Quesnel Forks. There is a whirlpool at this location where
the Cariboo and Quesnel rivers converge. (Approx. 80 miles
from Williams Lake to Quesnel Forks) Mostly light to medium
unpaved roads. Head north to Keithley Creek. Take the rough
road to Yanks Peak, Roundtop Mountain on Keithley-Barkerville
forest service road, then onto 3100 Road to Barkerville. Lunch
break at Barkerville.
Head north on Hwy 26 to Wells, B.C., then back (opposite direction on Hwy 26) and northwards on rough trail to 8
Mile Lake, onto Bowron Lake Rd. along the Kenneth River to
Hwy 16 (Yellowhead Hwy). West to Prince George. Mostly
light to medium unpaved roads to Hwy 16. (Approx. 160 miles
from Quesnel Forks to Prince George). Overnight in Prince
George at Esther’s Inn.

Day 7 Thursday Sept 16/99
Whitehorse, Yukon to Dawson, Yukon
Assembly and briefing at 8am. Take Hwy 1 (Alaska Hwy)
to Haines Junction. Northbound to Silver City to go up gravel
road on east side of Kluane Lake to Aishinik. North on rough
trail to Carmacks. Hwy 2 to Stewart Crossing. If time permits,
Keno Hill to “play.” West on Hwy 2 (Top of the World Hwy) to
Dawson. This is a bit of a shorter day to allow activities in Dawson.
Day 8 Friday Sept 17/99
Dawson, Yukon to Inuvik, N.W.T.
This is a very long driving day. Assembly and briefing at
6:30am!! Take Hwy 2 to Junction Hwy 5 (Dempster Hwy)
Dempster to Inuvik. There are two river crossings at Fort
McPherson & Arctic Red River. If it has rained or snowed, then
the Dempster turns to muck with 10-15 foot drops on each side
(width is less than 2 lanes, 1 each direction, average speed attainable, even for newer LRs, is 45-55mph). There is only one
fuel stop at Eagle Plains for vehicles and participants. Trek ends
at Inuvik with lots of light still (we hope). Trek end celebration in
Inuvik.

Day 4 Monday Sept 13/99
Prince George, B.C. to New Hazelton, B.C.
Assembly and briefing at 8am. The exact routing is being
finalized as we look for some off-pavement trails in this area.

Post Trek - Saturday Sept 18/99
Inuvik, N.W.T. to Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T.
For those who are interested, we are finalizing arrangements with a tour company to fly to Tuktoyaktuk for the day,
returning to Inuvik in early evening. For those who need to return
home, they are free to leave at their leisure.

Day 5 Tuesday Sept 14/99
New Hazelton, B.C. to Watson Lake, Yukon
Assembly and briefing at 8am. This will mostly be an onhighway day as there will be a great distance to cover. Hwy 16
to junction Hwy 37 (Cassiar Hwy). Portions of Hwy 37 are
gravel unpaved. There is an unpaved road from Hazelton to
Kispiox along the Kispiox River which might break the monotony of Hwy 37. (Approx. 500 miles.)

If you wish to participate in Trek 99, please contact me by email
at <arden_leung@bc.sympatico.ca> or 940-8888 (office) or
946-6628 (fax) or 946-8988 (home unlisted) or visit our website
at <http://www.bordertoborder.com/> for additional information.♦

Day 6 Wednesday Sept 15/99
Watson Lake, Yukon to Whitehorse, Yukon
Assembly and briefing at 8am. Head west on Hwy 1
(Alaska Hwy) past Upper Laird, Swift River, Teslin to Johnsons
Crossing. Hwy 8 (Tagish Rd) to Carcross. South on Hwy 2
(Klondike Hwy), cross Canada/U.S. border and onwards to
Skagway, Alaska. Dip a tire (or whatever) in the Pacific. Head
north back on Hwy 2 pass Chilkoot Trail on the right. At Paddy
Pass, explore the 4wd road to the west. Return to Carcross.
Explore 4wd road up the Yukon Plateau. Take Hwy 2 to
Whitehorse. (Watson Lake to Skagway approx. 350 miles.
Skagway to Whitehorse approx. 180 miles.) Overnight at
Whitehorse.

Phone: (604) 325-3275
Fax: (604) 325-5623

11880 MITCHELL ROAD
MITCHELL ISLAND, RICHMOND, B.C. V6V 1T7
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Rally In The Valley ’99 - Silverstar Mountain

exchanges between partners who happen to be married. So, in
order that everyone could get in on the fun, we had the passenger guide the driver from the sidelines with a bullhorn, much to
the vast amusement of the spectators. The good ones had this
game down pat.
The last game was called: The Gods Must be Crazy, and
for this game I contributed my 80 incher. I folded the windshield
flat, rigged up a seat on the hood, and a couple of forwardfacing rear view mirrors jammed into the front hoop set holes.
Contestants had to sit on the hood facing the rear with the steering
wheel between their legs.
Using the rear-view mirrors, they had to navigate a
course winding between 5
pairs of tall orange pylons.
I had adjusted the idle to
about 900 rpms, and left it
in first low. They started this
section by pushing the
starter button, which immediately launched them into
the course. I’ve got this pith
helmet that everyone had to
wear. I enjoyed myself
hugely watching people
struggling with the steering
and the mirrors, all the while
pissing themselves laughing. Whattagas!! Oh, yeah, it was raining.
The other weekend events were great, too. Thursday
night eat all you want smorg. Friday morning cleaning three
inches of wet snow off your car. Two tech talks on Lucas
wiring, and general car maintenance. Friday night Pub Night
with Shepherd’s Pie smorg and a six piece band called LA
Cats (LA stands for Lumby Area). Saturday morning Show &
Shine - with scads of looky-loos. The Landy Run Into The
Deactivated Zone; Saturday night Banquet. 56 classes of
awards, first, second & third. In the Landy’s, Rick Tenveen’s
lovely white 109 truck (now owned by Tony & Carla Smith
from Falkland) came third, my 80 incher came second (ahem),
and Ray Woodley’s 88 came first. (Ya-a-a-y); a phone call
from Queen Elizabeth who sounded pissed off that she had to
speak to a bunch of colonists at effing three o’clock in the effing
morning! (Phillllipppp!!!! get me another gin!!!!) Geez, what a
riot. After all that, dancing to these terrific entertainers who put
on a fine show, getting everyone involved. It was a wonderful
evening.
Sunday morning we stood around while everyone headed
off home after breakfast. Sort of a downer, watching such a
nice party breaking up, but the whole thing was a fine, fine event.
I wish you all could have been there.
Oh, Well, remember RITV 2000 in Pentingting. July 1st
week-end.♦

Jim Skelton
I want to thank everyone who showed at RITV ’99. It
was very satisfying to see twelve Land Rovers in a row. Range
Rover; Defender 90; couple of SIIA SWB’s with shorty cabs;
2 SIIA 5-doors; 109 5-door; a couple of SIIA 3-doors; a SIII
3-door; an ’84 110 5-door; and my 80 incher. Except for the
Healey’s, TR’s and the MGA’s, B’s & C’s, Land Rovers were
the most numerous (ahem, ahem). Gave me a real charge to
look across the field of cars
and see our boxes all lined
up looking so very, very no
nonsense. How can something be beautiful and no
nonsense at the same time,
eh? Our local newspaper
reporter said: ‘The rally attracted between 170 to
220 British car, bike and
Land Rover owners from
Manitoba to California.’
What was also satisfying was the number of
people who were interested in them. Lots of people milling about. Funny
how I would walk around checking out the sports cars, which
are like, spotless, with cutesy picnic baskets and matching
cheesecutter hats draped artfully on the seat backs, and you
look into a Landy and it’s piled to the rafters with camping gear,
rubber boots, chain saws, shovels, chains, and hundred-pound
tool chests. Part of the mystique, eh?
Seems I’m always running into people who open their
conversation with you with: ‘I/My dad/My Uncle/We used to
have a Land Rover and we used to go everywhere with it’.
Several folks looked like they were ready to hand over some
substantial bucks for one.
The car games were Big Fun. I finally figured out how to
make a proper teeter-totter. The first car on was a pristine MGB
GT. He rolled forward a bit too far and dropped the five inches
off the end onto the pavement, BAM! My heart went into my
mouth, and I fully expected to be accosted by a howling, redfaced pseudo-Brit clamoring for my balls, but no, he grinned,
and drove around to the front and climbed on again. Of the
fifteen or sixteen who attempted it, only three managed to get
balanced within the five minute limit. (They were all three of
them open cars, and the final balancing was done with the passenger standing up and moving his upper body back and forth,
to great cheers from the sidelines.)
Another game - The Prince of Darkness was an old game
with a new twist. The driver has a paper bag over his head, and
his/her partner guides him/her through an obstacle course. I had
heard that this game quite often involves some rather heated
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RITV Off-Road Run

We’re going to get stuck and starve to death here!”
What with all the rain we’d been having the past
weeks, the road in places had the consistency of potter’s
Here’s what I wrote about our Intrepid Adventure for clay with too much water on it. Slicker’n deer guts on a
‘The Exhaust’; our club (The Okanagan British Car Club) doorknob. You also see some strange things in these woods.
newsletter.
We came around a corner and there hanging from a branch
The NOT OURS hard luck story of RITV.
of a big cedar was a lovely, big, orange and tan piece of
The deal was that there would be five units going off- macramé. Art In The Forest.
roading, but when the time came, there were only two, Ryan
Once we came upon a nice little section that seemed
Ulansky in his big red 110, and me in my 109 beater (Ol’ to go straight up for a couple hundred feet. First low, revs
Smoky). Ryan had Lyle Dickson and his wife as passengers about thirty-five hundred, we clawed our way up a talus
and I had Paul Davies from Vancouver - the big blue 5-door slope through willows that scraped both sides of the trucks.
- as mine.
Then we dove into a lovely, quiet path that was so overWe headed down the hill, turned off at Tillicum Rd, grown with big cedars it got quite dark. Along here, the
and dipsy-doodled across country, up (down?) Magnetic road was covered with dead leaves and twigs. No ruts, rocks
Hill and then up Hartnell Road to the Paintball place. Most or other rude surfaces. Like driving on a rug.
of the traffic stops at the Paintball place. After the Paintball
Another section went through some old-growth ceplace, the road sorta peters out to little more than a water dar, and that was beautiful. Thick trunks, no understory.
course, in other words, it gets Great!
The road climbed along the wall of a steep ravine and one
We ground our way up the road at the breakneck speed could look out the left window almost straight down to a
of around, oh, three
rushing brook
miles per hour. No
about seventy-five
worries about
feet below. You
windburn or the
could reach out the
breeze blowing our
opposite window
hairdos to bits.
and pick rocks out
Splash through
of the bank. Slowly
puddles about two
and steadily the
feet deep, over
road got steeper
berms that left our
and steeper with
noses pointed at
such deep wheel
the sky, and a moruts that to avoid
ment later, standing
being high-centred,
on those same
we had to climb up
noses.
on one side, a
One section
hairsbreadth from
had us drop three
the edge of the
feet off the edge of
drop, bashing our
a bank down into a
way through tree
Jim Skelton’s 109 “Ol’ Smoky”
muddy creek, then
branches.
scramble and slither up the other side. Moments later we
Finally, we came to the Axle Snapper. This is a secwere negotiating down a half-creek, that is, there was a tion that resembles the training ground for backhoe operastrip of road about 3 feet wide, where we’d run our off-side tors on acid. A monstrous boulder under the right wheel,
wheels, and the near-side wheels were about a foot and a and a foxhole under the left. We crawled and scratched our
half lower in a running creek with the driver’s door rubbing way up the hill. Big Fun. Eventually, Ol’ Smokey could climb
along the muddy opposite bank. Then a nice section where no further. We lurched to a halt with the nose pointed at the
the creek meandered back and forth across the road, about a sky, the front off-side wheel spinning madly, more than a
foot below grade. Maximum axle articulation. At one point foot off the ground, the near-side rear wheel in a rut that
we had to slither along a thirty foot log that had had the bark was deeper than the wheel was tall, hard up against the
peeled off by axles, sumps and sundry under-parts. That wall of the rut, differential hard on the ground. What could I
was neat. My passenger was an experienced off-roader and do? Take a photo, of course! Haul out the chain and snatch
his comments ran to things like “H’mm this’ll be interest- block, yank 50 feet of cable off the winch drum. Grind, grind,
ing;” while the passengers in Ryan’s unit were probably she creeps out of the hole and presto,
saying things like: “Ohmygod, we’re going over that???
(cont page 19...)
Jim Skelton
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Greenwood 1999
John Parsosn

Happy Canada Day!
Squeaky bed springs (My own! This is a family program
you know!), highway noise and the anticipation of the adventures which lay ahead of us in the next few days prevented a
deep sleep. The dream of waking to several inches of fresh
snow on the ground would prove to be a hauntingly accurate
premonition of the weather conditions we were to encounter.
Could it be that I really am psychic, or is it just that the weather
always bites on the Canada Day long weekend?
Not wanting to hold up the group I arose at 0630hrs to
the sound of the shower coming from the adjacent room which
housed the other members of our group. BIG MISTAKE! I
had forgotten that Jim was among the group in the neighboring
room. Jim is typically up several hours before the rest of the
crew and this morning would prove to be no exception. By
about 0830hrs we were on the road!
After a brief stop in Rock Creek, (the first gold rush started
here in 1857), at the
Gold Pan Café for
breakfast (highly recommended!) we arrived at
Danny’s house in Greenwood. Bill and family
had arrived the previous
evening and were performing minor repairs the
exhaust on the SIII.
Greenwood, the
site of an early 1900’s
smelter, had upwards of
3000 residents in its heyday. After WWI, with
the collapse of the mining industry, Greenwood became a ghost town. Over 1000
Japanese Canadians were sent to Greenwood during the early
1940’s to be interned in Greenwood’s empty buildings. After
the war many stayed on and the town was reborn. Greenwood
now boasts the title of Canada’s Smallest City.
Within a mile of Danny’s house we were off-road. The
area is riddled with old cart trails, mining and logging roads
and sections of abandoned rail bed belonging to the historic
Kettle Valley Railway (KVR). With the exception of small sections of paved highway, these “roads” would see the majority
of our travel for the duration of the trip. Today’s trails would
lead us past several abandoned mine sites including the old town/
mine site of Phoenix on the way to our evening camp location at
Marshal Lake.

July 1-5 saw the running of the second annual Mountain Rovers’ Greenwood trip.
Vehicles and participants in this years’ trip were as follows:
SIII 88” - Bill Lang, Donald Lang, Mark Lang,
Bill, along with son Donald and 5 year old grandson
Mark, traveled from Manitoba to join us on this year’s
trip.
’87 90 - Dave Tebbutt, Karl Nylund.
’87 90 - Phil Armstrong, Alicia Mellenger.
SIIA 88” - Jim McEachern, Trevor McEachern.
’83 RR - John Parsons, Danny Anderson, Lili, Sasha (after this
trip both dogs have vowed never to off road in a series vehicle
again!)
The trip was organized by Bill Lang
with the aid of friend and
Greenwood resident
Danny Anderson.
Danny, a native of BC,
is a railroad buff with an
immense knowledge of
area trails and mining history.
Greenwood is located in the heart of what
is known as the Boundary Region, an area nestled between the
Okanagan and the
Kootenays.
Karl, Alicia, the dogs and I left Abbotsford at 11pm on
Wednesday to rendezvous in Keremeos with Dave, Phil and
Jim who had left earlier in the evening. It seems that I am
having some difficulty acclimatizing to the Range Rover! In an
unconscious attempt to simulate the cabin noise of the Series
vehicles I am accustomed to traveling in, I proceeded to do the
first 30 miles of our journey in 3rd gear - DOH! This proved
quite amusing to my traveling companions. I simply tried to
attribute it to the hour of the day and poor weather conditions.
Aside from the rain, which would prove to plague us for the
balance of the weekend, the remainder of the trip was uneventful and we arrived at the Similkameen Hotel in Keremeos at
0215hrs.
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Day 2

room to spare beyond the track of the vehicles was a 10’-15’
drop to the high side of the creek. The left hand drive vehicles
had the luxury of hugging the curb; but Donald, piloting Bill’s
right hand drive SIII across the washout, had to rely solely on
his spotter to get him across safely. Aside from being rather
grown over in places because the slide apparently limited motorized travel to all but two wheelers and quads for the last
couple years, the remainder of the route was uneventful.
Arlington Lakes, or Lakevale Station as it was known on the
KVR route, was a water stop for the steam locomotives which
ran the line. The concrete base of the water tower and two
small buildings are all that remain.

While I was high and dry sleeping in the back of the Range
Rover, several of my traveling companions were not as fortunate, the torrential rains during the night having turned their tents
into the equivalent of indoor wading pools. Fortunately we did
get a break in the weather long enough to prepare breakfast
and to break camp.
Our route for the day would take us down the power line
to Boundary Creek valley. The only real obstacle of the day
was a washed out creek crossing. It appeared that we were
the first vehicles to attempt the crossing. Once I showed everyone the line not to take, and reinforced the point that such
crossings should be attempted in four wheel drive (seem to be
having a problem remembering to engage the center diff lock,
maybe I should paint the knob yellow!) the crossing proved to
pose no particular problem for the rest of the group. At the
1530m level (5019ft) the rain had turned to snow and we took
a lunch break near Boundary Creek.
We then followed the road over into the Christian Valley
and up to Never Touch Lake. Being a long weekend, the lake
was quite busy and there were no sites available to accommodate a group of our size. We chose to head back down to the
forestry camp site at Damfino Creek for the night. The fast
running water, which empties into the Kettle River adjacent to
the campsite, afforded an excellent visual and auditory backdrop to our camp.

Day 4
After yet another rainy night we wake to yet another rainy
morning. After 4 days we are getting a bit soft so we head yet
again towards Beaverdell to warm up with fresh coffee and
baked goods at the local Petrocan. On our way into town we
make a brief stop at the Carmi Hotel. The hotel which is currently a private residence dates back to 1901. Carmi, with a
current population of approximately 44 lies mainly abandoned
since the 1940’s. Next we make our way to the top of Roderick
Dhu. At an elevation of roughly 7000', the top of this mountain
normally affords an excellent view, but on this day we find ourselves in the middle of the clouds.
At the base of the mountain is Jewel Lake, our final destination. Trails from the lake lead to the remnants of the Spotted Horse Mine, Jewel Lake Mine and the ghost town of Eholt.
After dinner we venture briefly into one of the old mine shafts
and marvel at the size and quality of lumber used in the construction of the old buildings.
As one would expect, the end of our trip signals the end
of the constant rain which plagued us for four days. Our last
few hours are spent around the campfire enjoying a night at the
horse races, a rather boisterous card and dice version of the
real thing complete with betting. Consensus seems to be that
Phil was the big winner of the night but he refuses to tally his
winnings.

Day 3
Leaving Damfino we made our way over the mountain
into the Beaverdell valley and into the small town of Beaverdell
for a fuel stop. We also paid a visit to the Beaverdell Hotel.
Established in 1904 the hotel boasts BC’s longest continuously
operating pub. Next we followed McCulloch Rd, named after
Andrew McCulloch, Chief Engineer of the KVR, to the Myra
Canyon section of the KVR. A break in the weather allowed
us the opportunity to hike a portion of the rail bed crossing
several trestles and through one of the tunnels in the process.
In the mountains above Kelowna, Myra Canyon, named for
one of McCulloch’s three daughters, consists of 16 wood frame
trestles, 2 steel plate girder trestle bridges and 2 tunnels, all in
just 5 ½ miles of railway.
From Myra Canyon, we traveled the old rail bed to
Arlington Lakes. Along this section we were prepared to come
across a washout in the road which if not passable would mean
a detour of several hours as we retraced our steps back to the
highway. As it turned out, the washout provided just enough
room, after a little digging to accommodate the wider track of
the coil sprung vehicles, for us to cross. After our digging there
remained approximately 6” of “curb” before the side of the road
disappeared into the valley below. On the right, with literally no

The End
After breakfast at the Anaconda Cafe in Greenwood
(again, highly recommended) we bid farewell to Danny, our
host and to Bill and his family, vowing to return again next year.
A quick stop at the Greenwood Museum and we are on our
way home.
We traveled 314 miles during this year’s exploration of
the Boundary area and look forward to next year’s visit when
we will experience even more of the history and sites which this
region holds. ♦
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Land Rover Weddings
(Rover-Landers Club Members)

Pamela and David Blair: Married June 5, 1999 at the Mission Heritage Park
Land Rovers,boys, horses and huskies are all an integral part of our family. So we thought it appropriate that a bit of goofing off
with the Land Rover was done, along with the more serious and the even goofier animal pix.

Pamela and Jeff London: Married June 12, 1999 at the Akali Singh Temple in Vancouver
Mark Uncao’s 1992 Range Rover served as limosine for Jeff and Pam, while Torr Brown carried the wedding party in his 1971
SIIA 109”. Meanwhile, the 109 in the middle carried the close friends of the bride and groom.
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PARTS AND SERVICE
COMPLETE RESTORATIONS
REBUILT ENGINES & GEARBOXES
ACCESSORIES

Restoration Specialist for all British Vehicles since 1982.
Ph: (250) 494-0646

Fax: (250) 494-0662

Site 72, R.R. #2, Box 8, Summerland, B.C. V0H 1Z0
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we passed among lions: there is nothing this Land Rover has
not seen. We drove it up the lower slopes of Kilimanjaro. “And
Written by a British Member of Parliament.
This article first appeared in the London Times (April 17, 1999). now - look! Strong, tested, ready. Such endurance!”
We stopped short of pointing out that even the original,
In Africa they sell cars differently. That was my experi- excellent engine oil, which had brought us all the way from Engence as a student, selling a Land Rover from a campsite in land, came, unchanged, with the vehicle. As the tale of abuse
Nairobi. Four friends and I had driven from England. We and endurance unfolded, prospective buyers, seized with a desire to own this paragon themselves, would up their offers.
needed money to fly home.
So, after washing and polishing Stanley, we put him up Sadly, none could afford our price.
We had to sell Stanley to the white manager of the Cocafor sale. Then we waited by our tents. But our sales pitch
Cola
bottling
plant, who spotted (as we had not) that the chasfailed. The truck had been pampered, we were suggesting;
Stanley had hardly seen a pothole. It would have been unwise, sis was cracked. He had it welded. His was the more scientific
surely, to mention the accident in northern Cameroon? We had approach, but is the African attitude not preferable? Born there,
I must have soaked it in myself,
left the road and jumped a gully
for now I have my own Land
while I was on the roof.
Launched, rocket-like through
She may be old and down-at-chassis, Rover, a lady of a certain age.
Although it makes no sense, I
the air, I had landed (to the
but how could I bear to trade her in
cannot bear to part with her.
amazement of tribeswomen lafor
a
sexier
new
model?
With every scrape she surbouring in the fields) by a tree,
mounts, I prize her more. Regdislocating both my shoulders
istered in Sleaford, Lincolnshire,
(relocated by swinging from a
branch). Otherwise no damage. The women sang. Stanley in 1959, she is an early Series II (headlamps close together but
and occupants seemed unhurt, though all received a hell of a overhead valve and the “new” body design which more or less
wallop and my companions’ heads left four neat dents in the survives to this day). I bought her after the 1979 general elecroof. The dents we beat out in Nairobi. Stanley was presented tion.
A battered old truck is classless, excellent for MPs: as
as “pristine”. Pristine? But our inquirers asked “What can this
thing do?” African truck-hunters would cluck as we empha- acceptable on council estates as up gravel drives. Mine is a
sized Stanley’s cosseted history. “But has it been tried? Where petrol-engined long wheelbase “cab & canopy”, dark green,
have you driven it? How steep will it climb? How strong is it?” registration NTL 703. There are no seatbelts, moss is growing
So we learnt the techniques of African persuasion. “This in the windows, the dashboard has rusted through, but she just
vehicle has been everywhere,” we would say. “It has been keeps going. She has accompanied me twice to the Sahara
driven across the whole of Europe, crossed the sea in a boat to (once across the atrocious tracks of the Tassili N’Ajer mounMorocco, and traversed the Algerian Sahara. Neither the in- tains), many times to Europe, once (with loudspeakers) through
tense heat, nor the deep sand, nor the great rocks in the road a general election, and innumerable times down the M1. She
could stop it. Tamanrasset was easily reached. The Hogar has pulled caravans and horse-boxes, transported straw for
mountains in southern Algeria were surmounted without diffi- my llamas and flagstones for my drive. In bad winters in Derculty. Many times we were stuck in the soft sand, but always byshire she has come to the rescue.
Nor was it all rough-stuff: she has visited The Finings,
this truck triumphed.
John
and
Norma Major’s Huntingdonshire home (though the
Niger, where roads hardly exist, was no problem. Nigeria - the heat and dust were incredible - was crossed in two detectives had to assist me in a push-start; it complicates the
days.” Eyes would grow wide as we recounted the thrills and cheery departing wave to a former Prime Minister). Polished,
spills. “In Cameroon this car survived a terrible accident! We she has collected the Foreign Minister of the Western Sahara’s
left the road, flew across a gully - all four wheels in the air -” Polisario Front at Heathrow. All this without any serious fail(this was true) “and hit the ground so hard all the windows fell ure, ever.
There have been ailments of course, but she and I got
out (this was partly true). “In the Central African Republic the
through
them. When the starter motor conked out, I started
mud was knee-deep. No problem. In Zaire the roads were
like rivers. Monkeys climbed on to the roof, and, once, a the engine with a crank for months. My lost key has been
snake…” (this was not true) “…and in Rwanda we gave a lift replaced, too - though for a season I remedied its lack by couto 12 people, all crammed in and on the rooftop. In Tanzania pling two wires under the bonnet. One door rusted away; the

Love Is A Land Rover
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new one flies open, to the alarm of passengers. Once, 14 of us
fitted in for a trip to the pub, Nick climbing over the roof on the
way home, hanging over the windscreen, leering at me upside
down and denting the roof amusingly. The bumper is twisted
where Jon scraped a wall while I was teaching him to drive.
The other day a wire behind the dashboard combusted so we
stopped in a cloud of smoke and ripped it out. I never did find
out what the wire was for. The mileometer hasn’t worked since
1981, the speedometer hunts the mark, the interior light is defunct and there never was a heater. Nor is she lockable, though
for six years I would leave her unattended all week at Derby
station.
Like a person, such a machine only grows stronger with
age; like a person, you never think she will die. Unlike a person, a Land Rover is incapable of returning affection. But in
recent years intimations of mortality have multiplied. For five
years my mechanic has told me that there was a limit to the
welding possible on a rusting chassis. Before setting out for
Spain this Easter I asked him to look her over. He said it would
cost up to £800 to plate, patch and weld this year - and the
MoT runs out next month. There comes a time when the bullet
must be bit.
She is nearly 40. I am nearly 50. I had hoped we could
celebrate big birthdays together in the summer. It was not to
be. Our spring trip to Spain must be her last. And then the
scrapyard. Too bad, but so be it.
Careless, now, about overloading, I could squeeze the
last from her. My London flat was being recarpeted, but why
throw away the old? There was enough tolerably clean carpet
there to cover a floor in Spain, where my family live. She was
horribly overloaded as we hit the road to Portsmouth for the
ferry to Bilbao. Seven rolls of carpet weigh about half a tonne,
sticking out in front like battering rams. Into the back went
Easter eggs for eight nephews and nieces, sacks of teabags,
Stilton and Marmite, and a massive, redundant touch-screen
fax/answerphone desired by a younger brother.
With tattered and faded canvas canopy draped over,
securing ropes extending like rigging to the front bumper, and
the back sunk down with the weight, we made a curious sight
lumbering slowly down the A3… to miss the Pride of Bilbao.
Damn those 24-hour clocks. Must din it into my head that
20.00 hours is not 10pm. So to Cherbourg instead - P & O
were nice about it - and right across France and over the Pyrenees. From Derbyshire the journey was a thousand miles.
Never once did she so much as cough. On our descent from
the Pyrenees we freewheeled for about 17 miles - a record for
her. Discussing (in her presence) the price I might get for the
cherished numberplate, I felt caddish - as though overheard by
the terminally ill discussing a posthumous organ-transplant.

Unloaded of her carpet, she was so useful in Spain. She
accompanied me to the notary, to formalise ownership of
l’Avenc, the ruin we’ve bought. Then I loaded her with 11
cases of Rioja, two trees and gallons of olive oil, and back she
came: all the way from Barcelona, rattling merrily overnight
across Catalonia, Aragon, the Basque Country, without complaint.
It was a glorious summer evening as we drove up the A3
from Portsmouth, and she was running like a dream - even
making the Hogg’s Back in fourth gear. I tried to think about
the scrapyard but I couldn’t. In London a friend asked me to
take a basement-full of builders’ scrap timber for burning in
Derbyshire. I set out up the M1 at midnight, a skip-on-wheels.
She never faltered.
Safely parked outside my house, weary in the small hours,
I gave her a departing pat before going in. This old girl had
been everywhere, done everything, never let me down. Could
I abandon her now? “All right,” I said. “I’ll pay for the welding. Stay with me another year. Good night.”♦

Merchandise
T-shirts & long sleeve shirts.
4" outline of the Rover-Landers logo on the left chest.
10" full colour Rover-Landers logo on the back.
Fruit of the Loom - Heavy, unbleached cotton.
Short sleeve $20, Long sleeve $30: Sizes M,L,XL,XXL
Coffee mugs.
Land Rover logo and “Best 4x4xFar” slogan on front.
Club logo on reverse.
Coffee mugs $7/ea.
To Order Contact: Mark Uncao
Phone: (604) 984-8154
Fax: (604) 294-3755
Email: symbol@pop2.intergate.bc.ca
Rover-Landers Calendar
Send us a photo of your Land Rover in action. Best
entries will go into a Rover-Landers calendar. Send
entries to “Calendar Entry” (see front cover for address).
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B. Adjust your carburetor. Just follow the book for this one.
C. Adjust your timing, if necessary.

Tech Tip: Tuning Your 2.25
David Walker

To adjust timing, you need to set your dwell first. I really like to
use the road test to set timing on a vehicle of this vintage and
varying engine condition. To do a road timing test:

No other single cheap thing will so positively afect your Land
Rover’s performance as a well done tune up.
Want to get back the 10-20% of performance you have lost?
Then you just need to do this:

1. Use the fuel you normally would.
2. Load the Land Rover with a commonly-carried amount of
weight.
3. On a flat road, drive in first, then through second, bringing
the rpm’s up quickly and high.
4. Miss shifting into third and go right into forth from second.
5. Accelerate hard, floored, in forth. (Steps 3-5 should be
done quickly.)
6. Notice any ‘pinging? - then retard the timing. Notice no
pinging, then advance it a bit.
7. The timing will be correct when you have just retarded it
enough to have no pinging.

1. Adjust your valves. Do all of them .010, except for #4E
which is .011.
2. Install 8mm plug wires.
3. Install a new LUCAS distributor cap and rotor.
4. Install NAPA CS207A points.
5. Install BOSCH Platinum WR9DP spark plugs.
6. Clean your carb.
So, are you running a Zenith carburetor? The Zenith seems the
best all around carburetor for the 2.25. After you install the
parts, you will need to do some minor adjustments. Follow
these guidelines:

Well, your vehicle is now tuned for this summer’s running (and
winter, if you do not drive much). For around $60 your Land
Rover should be performing significantly better; go out and enjoy it. Oh, it is probably time to change the oil also. Any
questions? -David Walker <wahooadv@earthlink.net>♦

A. Adjust your dwell to 52 degrees, no lower. You may go as
high as 55, but 52 is what you want. Dwell meters are
cheap.

ROVER
RESTORATIONS
SPECIALIZING IN SERIES-1 LAND ROVERS, 1947-1958
Parts • Service • Restoration of all other makes and models
Will pick up all kinds of wrecks

Telephone (250) 547-6179 Ask for Q
RR 1, S-0, C-9, 69 Westwood Road, Lumby, BC V0E 2G0
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all four wheels are on terra firma once again. I get Paul to shut
off the motor, pull on the handbrake, chock the wheels and
leave it in reverse, low range. Big Mistake. I go to restart the
motor after reconnoitering the next twenty feet and guess what?
The battery’s dead. Now what? Well, I thought I’d bump start
it. Sure thing, Skelton. You’re a genius! Here we are on a road
that looks like a freeze frame of the Colorado River in full spate,
and I’m going to coast backwards down this monster, then pop
the clutch. ‘Course, when the engine catches, the car surges
ahead a few feet (backwards, in this case). Imagine backing
down some freaky ski run called Suicide, then flooring it, then
trying to stop.
So I changed my mind.
Oh, Ryan! Got jumper cables on ya? (He did. Whew!)
He was thirty feet behind and twenty feet below me at this point.
He figured the best thing was to go up past me, turn around,
then come back down and stop beside me for the jump, and
that’s what he did. (One of the differences between the 109
and the 110 is that the 110 has coil springs. Big advantage. Big
Time Articulation.) So, all in slo-mo, he slips, scrambles, skids
and claws his way up past me, around the corner and out of
sight to a wide enough turn-around. It was a thing of beauty, I
tell you.
So we’re waiting there, listening to the quiet. Suddenly,
there comes the unmistakable sound of a big, poorly muffled,
American V-8, over which comes the deep thumping of a sub
woofer and around the corner comes Big Foot. Tires you’d
find on a front end loader, two good old boys with a babe
between. They bounce by, exclaim ‘AWESOME’ several times,
and disappear down around the corner.
Anyway, we get my 109 started, and by backing and
filling about forty times, with bodies hanging on the uphill side
keeping the Landy upright, we do an about-face and start back
down Axle Snapper.
We get down to more level ground and guess what? We
come upon the Dodge with the three kids in it. Stuck. Steam is
rising from under the hood. They’re hung up on a log - the far
end of a thirty foot one - with a broken U-joint.
“Uh, jeez, you guys are lifesavers! Can ya pull us out?
Didja pass that damn Ford Bronco that shoved us off the road?”
(We hadn’t. Since we had passed no forks in the road since
last meeting these yahoos, there were a few Significant Glances
that passed among our little group.) Anyway, out with the chain
and attach it to my bumper hook. (I let HIM kneel and pass the
chain around his spring shackle) Ease back, and out he squirts.
“Hey Man, That was AWESOME, Man! Haw, Haw, Haw.
Wow, thanks! Wanna beer?” Off goes the truck, leaping down
the path like a great farting kangaroo, waving coffee mugs at
us. We never saw them again.
Objective: Go out, drive ‘til you’re stuck, get unstuck,
go home.
We awarded ourselves a ‘met plus’.♦

BUY and SELL
For Sale
Land Rover Accessories
Fairey overdrive $900. ARB lockers, new, in box $800/ea.
(604) 988-7031 <landrover@direct.ca>
109” Land Rover Frame
Frame from 1965 109 3 door. Comes with new rear cross
member. Needs some welding. $500 obo
(604) 926-8855 <cyoungso@direct.ca>
Land Rover Parts
Series III 4-cyl engine $150. Series III windshield $85. Series II tailgate hinges $35. Series II side/rear step, unused
$150. (604) 738-0118
Land Rover Parts
Set PIAA Fog Lights, chrome, $170. Salisbury Rear End $800
(604) 864-2078 <johnpar@cirgraph.com>

Wanted
RH Steering Box
I prefer a one ton box but right now anything will do. Any body
got one? Need anything in trade? (604) 951-3214
<landy@pacificcoast.net>
Front Panel
SIIA outer wing panel (flat panel - no headlight) in good condition. Need L and R sides. Will pay cash. (604) 461-5186
Land Rover Parts
D-shaped side/rear step in excellent condition. LR oil pressure/water temperature guage. (604) 738-0118

Tidbits
Towbar Available
The club has a multipurpose towbar which is available for club
members to use at anytime for a rental fee of $5 to the club.
Contact Secretary Jeff London 988-5857. As well for members use is the club’s coal briquette barbecue. Contact President Don MacDonald 988-7031.
Buy and Sell adds are free for club members. To place an
ad, contact Neil Andrews at (604) 985-4207 or email
nandrews@sfu.ca.
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LAND ROVER TREK WAS LAUNCHED IN 1996 TO CHALLENGE THE SKILLS, SPIRIT AND ENTHUSIASM OF LAND ROVER RETAIL TEAM MEMBERS.
THE ONE DAY EVENT STARTS AT 4:30AM WITH A WRITTEN PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE AND LOGIC TEST. THEN IT’S OFF ON A CROSS COUNTRY RUN TO FIND
YOUR LAND ROVER USING A HAND HELD GPS.
A 600 - ACRE RANCH JUST NORTH OF SAN FRANCISCO PROVIDED THE CHALLENGING TERRAIN FOR THIS YEARS TREK. THE EVENTS WERE A
COMBINATION OF OFF-ROAD SKILLS AND PERSONAL ENDURANCE. MOUNTAIN BIKING, CANOEING, WINCHING SKILLS, OFF-ROAD OBSTACLE COURSE, NAVIGATION
SKILLS AND PRECISION OFF-ROAD DRIVING PUT EACH THREE MAN TEAM TO THE TEST.
THE VEHICLES USED WERE IDENTICALLY PREPARED 1999 DISCOVERY SERIES II’S. THESE SPECIAL TREK EDITION LAND ROVERS RAN ON 245/75R-16
BF GOODRICH MUD TIRES ON 16” LIGHTNING ALLOY WHEELS. A WARN 9000i WINCH CENTRES A UNIQUE FRONT GRILLE AND BUMPER TREATMENT WITH
LAND ROVER’S UNIQUE WRAP-AROUND BUSH BAR. FOR ADDED OFF ROAD PROTECTION THESE SPECIAL EDITION TRUCKS WERE FITTED WITH SAFARI-GARD
ROCK SLIDERS ALONG THE DOOR SILLS. A FULL LENGTH ALUMINUM ROOF RACK WITH MESH FLOORING, INTEGRATED BIKE RACKS, FOUR ROOF MOUNTED
HELLA FF100 DRIVING LIGHTS AND A REAR MOUNTED WORK LIGHT LITERALLY TOP OFF THE TRUCK. INSIDE, THE CARPET HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH A FULL
LENGTH RUBBER MAT AND THE SEATS AND DOOR PANELS ARE COVERED IN A TWO-PLY SUPPLEX WATERPROOF FABRIC.
LAND ROVER OF RICHMOND IS CURRENTLY IN NEGATIATIONS TO PURCHASE THE SAME VEHICLE USED IN THE TREK FINALS. STAY TUNED.

